
Pahgedenaun- Healing Through Art
Imagery of Devaluation and Emotional Labour 
Danielle Fenn under the supervision of Dr. Zana Lutfiyya 
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Continued Involvement 
Disability Film Screening:
Dr. Lut�yya is holding a �lm screening of three �lms that I helped 
curate and secure the viewing rights for. 

First Fridays Lecture at MAWA:
On December second Dr. Lut�yya and I will be presenting a slide 
lecture on disability portrayals in contemporary art. 

Illustration work for Charlotte Enns:
I am working on  illustrating an inclusive children’s book written by
 professor Enns that is about the many ways hands are used includ-
ing communication though signing.

STAR- Students Targeting Aging Research :
I learned about this student group at the researching with the aging 
populations workshop. I joined the group, which is formed by the 
Centre on Aging meets about every two weeks through the school 
year. The Center on Aging also puts out a weekly newsletter with 
employment and funding opportunities.  Through this newsletter I 
found employment as a research assistant with the Candian Longi-
tudinal Study on Aging.
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Summer Activities 
Introduction to Ethics Workshop: 
This workshop covered the process of �ling an ethics board
application. Situations that would require ethics approval were dis-
cussed as well as the how to make changes during the
 research process. 

Researching With Aging Population Workshop:
This workshop combated common ageist stereotypes and
 introduced the option on aging available with some degrees. 
Campus research opportunities were discussed and the sprig sym-
posium. 

Introduction to Inclusive Education Course Audit:
I attended the �rst half of this course co-taught by Dr. Lut�yya. Prior 
to the course I helped Dr. Lut�yya update her imagery of devaluation 
slide show. It was good to see the slide show in use and hear the 
teachers in the course respond. I also gave an imagery analysis pre-
sentation on Marc Quinn’s statue Alison Lapper Pregnant.

Warehouse Journal:
I created a new series of drawings using a process I had learnt in a 
workshop about dementia which was meant to stimulate the experi-
ence of dementia.  The Drawings were accepted into Warehouse 
Journals newest issue, which will be launched this November. 

Woodland School Residency:
Each summer Plug-In ICA holds a summer institute this summer 
Duane Linklater and Jamie Isaac lead the residency using Daphne 
Odjig’s painting Thunderbird Women (1973) as a point of conceptual 
depature. I brought the knowledge I had gained about imagery of 
devaluation into this residency in order to create new collaborative 
work. The work was shown at Plug-In ICA at the residency open 
house. A second interpretation of the work was shown at GOSA 
gallery mid September.

Image List 
Fig.1 Social Success, Inkjet print on enhanced matte, 2015 
Fig. 2 How a Display Indicates Worth, Fabricated plexi-glass bankers boxes, family 
photos printed on crystal �lm, and projections on stacked plinths, 2014
Fig, 3 Scrip(t), image transferred documents and silkscreened graphic on stone-
henge,2012
Fig. 4 Our Sisters, silkscreen, 2016
Fig. 5 A Pile of Compressed Memories, photos from family archive scanned and print-
ed on enhanced matte, cut on contour,2014
Fig. 6 Performance/ritual Documentation, inkjet print on enhanced matte, 2016
Fig. 7 Performance/ritual Documentation, Inkjet print on enhanced matte, 2016 
Fig. 8 Photo from family archive, scanned and enlarged, printed on enhanced matte, 
2016 
Fig. 9 Woodland School Open House Performance Documentation, 2016
Fig. 10 Woodland School Open House Performance Documentation, 2016
Fig. 11 Woodland School Open House Performance Documentation, 2016 
Fig. 12 Dr. Zana Lut�yya, imagery analysis presentation, example of a valued social 
role, 2016 
Fig. 13 Dr. Zana Lut�yya, Imagery analysis presentation, dolls advertised for dementia 
care, 2016
Fig. 14 Dr. Zana Lut�yya, Imagery analysis presentation, dolls advertised for dementia 
care, 2016
Fig. 15 Smudge Bowl, 2016
 

 Pahgedenaun, is a term in Anishnaabemowin which translates roughly 
to English as “let it go from your mind” (McIntosh, 2012). I �rst heard of 
this term when studying Robery Houle’s oil pastel drawings of his expe-
riences at Sandy Bay residential school.  I saw the complete series of 
twenty-four drawings in 2012 at the School of Art Gallery for the exhibi-
tion Robert Houle: enuhmo andúhyaun (the road home).  Then again on 
display again as a part of the exhibition at the Winnipeg Art Gallery, 
Qua’yuk tchi’gae’win: Making Good, which was curated by Jamie Isaac. 
These drawings stand out in Houle’s oeuvre. Houle is a painter who typi-
cally works in abstraction. He has always made art that dealt with indig-
enous subject matter and symbolism but seldom has his work dealt di-
rectly with his personal experience.  His Sandy Bay drawings are in-
formed by Houle’s own memories and document him working through 
the trauma of residential school. 

It is this process of working though personal subject matter in order to 
pahgedenaum, or let it go from the mind, that captured my focus and 
informed my research this summer. I had gone into art school originally 
as a step towards a degree in art therapy, which is most likely why I have 
a bias towards work with more personal content.  However I quickly 
learnt that in art critical distance is the favored posture in both the class-
room and the gallery. Remaining critically distant proves challenging 
and often cold when exploring emotionally laden �rst hand experience. 
I had encountered this problem when making work about my relation-
ship to my aging grandmother who has been diagnosed with dementia, 
my own experiences with mental illness, and my often-con�icted identi-
ty as a metis woman. Some examples of this work include �gure 1. a 
photo work titled Social Success, 2015, where I arranged and scanned 
ephemera from a hospital stay as a way to reinsert my voice into institu-
tional narrative and re-frame that experience.  Figures 2 and 5 are of 
work made in response to my grandmother’s illness. Fig. 2 is a work 
titled How a Display Indicates Worth, which uses museum or window 
display strategies to showcase photographic documentation of mun-
dane moments of my grandmother’s life.  While �g. 5 a work titled Pile of 
Compressed Memories creates an illusion of a stack of loose photos. The 
viewer who is encouraged to ri�e through and pick up photos discovers 
the fault in their perception when they attempt to do so. The work cre-
ates a puzzling and sometimes frustrating experience akin to something 
an individual with dementia might experience. Lastly �g. 3 is a work I 
made about land sovereignty incorporating image-transferred copies of 
my families’ metis scrip documents titles Scrip(t), 2012. 

While di�erent all these works are about working though forces acting 
upon and shaping my identity whether that be through re�ecting on 
my heath alone, myself in relation to my grandmother, or myself in rela-
tion to my more distant but charged metis ancestry. I began seek out 
work like Houle’s Sandy Bay series and work by other artists with decolo-
nization practices. I like artistic actions and work that seek to reclaim, re
position, or in Houle’s case express and let go. But I also wanted to ex-
plore more deeply the power dynamics and devaluation on mental and 
intellectual disability and aging. It was my e�ort to �nd language to 
speak about my personal experiences of devaluation and what I was ob-
serving in my grandmothers life as she transitioned to long-term care 
that lead me to connect with Dr. Lut�yya. Dr. Lut�yya has contributed a 
large amount of study into imagery of devaluation. Her extensive image 
collection o�ers visual proof of long established examples of discrimina-
tion in portrayals of disability, mental health, and aging. Dr. Lut�yya’s 
graduate studies advisor Wolf Wolfensberger who developed Social Role 
Valorization Theroy and the APPEAR tool has studied portrayals as far 
back as Renaissance paintings depicting individuals with people intel-
lectual disabilities who at that time often held honored roles in royal 
courts ( Wolfensberger, 2011). Studying imagery from a social science 
perspective helped me see the potential impact of my work as an artist. 
I spent a lot of time re�ecting what is at stake when representing others. 
Part of this study was informed through the studying of Robert Bog-
dan’s book Picturing Disability. In this book Bogden o�ers a complete 
survey of images of disability and institutional care facilities from the 
1860’s to  1970’s. One chapter focusing on disability and art sharply criti-
cizes work by revered photographers such as Mary Ellen Mark, Diane 
Arbus, and others and questions the ethics of photographing people 
with disabilities for art where disability is typically used as a metaphor at 
the expense of the individual being represented (Bogdan, Elks, & Knoll, 
2012).

For various reasons I no longer want to pursue a path towards art therapy. I 
love making and creating and love art but when researching about disabil-
ity, dementia, mental health, and the obstacles that indigenous people are 
facing, I know I want to �nd a more functional application of my creative 
skillset. This is another reason I sought out Dr. Lut�yya although her and I 
will use the information di�erently she still looks at imagery in a functional 
manner to develop research that is applied in the classroom and various 
other settings. She taught me how to see visual information from an acces-
sibility standpoint. There are patterns of representations that would be 
easily missed if not collected and shown at the same time. One example 
Dr. Lut�yya gives in her slide lecture is of logos for services and associa-
tions for people with intellectual disabilities all depicting people with their 
head disconnected from their body. Graphics for mental health services 
and associations frequently show a fragmented head. Neither of these de-
pictions is favorable and sends a message that those with intellectual dis-
abilities and mental health conditions are lesser. Another example that 
really stuck with me is depicted in �gures 13, 14, & 15 primarily because it 
deals with dementia treatment. Dr. Lut�yya uses these images to demon-
strate an analysis about valued roles. In �gures 14, & 15 �gures are seen 
holding therapy dolls mimicking the valued roles of grandparent, caregiv-
er, or nurturer. The dolls are marketed for people with dementia and have 
been shown to reduce disruptive behavior that is sometimes a symptom of 
this disorder. This inntervetion is done in an e�ort to reduce the need for 
harmful anti-psychotics to manage behavior (Cohen-Mans�eld, 2013).  
However on the �ip side an elderly adult cuddling a doll has the potential 
to create feelings of unease for visiting family members. It creates and 
image that reinforces old age as a second childhood, or a regression of 
some sort. Since people with dementia do mistake the dolls for real babies 
the practice can also make the symptoms of dementia seem more pro-
nounced and relys on sta� and family to continually withold the truth that 
the doll are in fact dolls and not real (Andrew, 2006). Dr. Lut�yya stresses 
that it is truly the elder in �gure 13 that holds the valued role as she proud-
ly shows o� her grandson. 

I am interested in this example because it raises the problem of if not the 
dolls then what? Anti-psychotics are not an e�ective solution. There is evi-
dence that increased human contact has positive behavioral beni�ts (Co-
hen-Mans�eld, 2013). This makes me think that the traditional intergenera-
tional family organizational strategy might beni�t the members of the 
population that have dementia.  Then I wonder about the rate of youth 
moving o� reserves and away from their extended family units and the 
strain that puts on intergenerational family units. I wonder this because 
dementia is a real concern for the indigenous population.  Diabetes in-
creases the risk of developing dementia in later years and diabetes is prev-
alent in indigenous population (Warren, Shi, Young, Borenstein, & Martini-
uk, 2015). It is now my desire to research these strains of questioning and 
develop practical solutions in the built environment that help alleviate 
symptoms of dementia.  I plan to do so in graduate school studying inclu-
sive design. This summer my research was broad and sweeping. I at times 
felt out of my element away from my home faculty. But I can’t thank Dr. 
Lut�yya or the University of Manitoba enough for this opportunity. 

Studying the imagery of devaluation from a social science perspective 
was extremely productive and I was able to apply some of what I 
learnt in the production of new work at the Woodland School Resi-
dency Plug-In ICA’s annual summer institute. There is a long history of 
devaluation for the Indigenous people of Canada. This was of course 
discussed at length through out the workshop but so were the posi-
tive and life giving parts of indigenous culture. During this three-week 
residency I collaborated with peer and friend Kristin Flattery.  Flattery 
is Anishinaabe and frequently makes work about the degradation of 
the land and water as well as missing and murdered indigenous 
women. Flattery sees these two strains of her practice as linked be-
cause the land and water are female in indigenous culture. Along with 
my interest of exploring, imagery of devaluation, identity, and institu-
tional narratives I was interested in exploring the concept of emotion-
al labor. Together we traveled to site on a lake in eastern Ontario 
where a man made dam cause the water levels in the lake to rise ruin-
ing the wild rice harvest on a traditional harvesting route. We did vari-
ous activities on this site, harvesting and documenting the land and 
waterways with photo and video. We also performed a ceremony in 
the water in honor of the indigenous women coerced in to the sex 
slave trade across the great lakes. This site was also charged for me be-
cause my grandmother owns property on the site. Figure 8 the photo 
of a tribe traversing a body of water in a canoe that is also the back-
ground of this poster is from my grandmother’s archive.  She spent 
nearly a century summering on land that was once used for harvest-
ing necessary sustenance. I have spent nearly three decades using this 
land for leisure. Furthermore, it was in fact my uncle who built the 
dam that ruined the harvest. The tension of being descendant from 
both the colonizers and the colonized was strongly felt to say the 
least.

Flattery and I showed the work we produced with the material collect-
ed from the site at the Woodland School open house at Plug-In ICA. 
The work consisted of photographs documenting ceremony and ritual 
performance acts, a map that was beaded to mark possible traditional 
harvesting routes, as well as a video work made by Flattery displayed 
between two torn curtains representing a wampum belt.  In addition 
Flattery and I performed mending skirts, and other acts during the 
�rst half of the open house. Some of this work and documentation of 
the performance can be seen in �gures 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, & 11. The ceremo-
nial activity of blessing symbolic objects to represent the women co-
erced into the sex slave trade through smudging which we performed 
on the site as well as the mending performance done at Plug-In ICA 
are the elements of our work that are most closely related to the con-
cept of emotional labor and pahgedenaun. Both Flattery and I had 
personal experience in relation to the content we were exploring. I 
have experienced sexual violence and Flattery whose mother was a 
child of the sixties scoop has worked hard to reconnect with and gain 
knowledge about her indigenous identity.  We found working togeth-
er very restorative and were able to show a reiteration of the work at 
GOSA gallery this September. Because our creative explorations were 
expansive we look forward to working together again and re�ning our 
collaborative practice. 


